This article aims to examine the extent to which Russian investigations into economic
Introduction
the aim of this article is to analyse the ongoing conflict between russian investigators and the russian business community, and to make one more attempt at answering the long-standing question regarding how a satisfactory balance between the interests of effective investigation and the protection of the business community can be reached. this research expressly avoids any attempts to discuss in depth the recent history of different high-level and widely politicised cases, beginning with the famous Most Bank 1 and yukos affairs, 2 and on to the BtA Bank collapse 3 and the Bank of Moscow fraud investigation. 4 these and similar investigation failures are used conventionally by international researchers to draw public attention to the main problems in the russian police and judiciary and to show that contemporary russia is very far from being called a 'state under the rule of law. ' however, it is assumed that 'political cases, ' 'publicly important cases' and 'large-scale investigations' 5 represent a limited and distinct group of criminal investigations (a tiny fraction of all investigations conducted by the police, fsB, the Investigatory Committee, etc.), which may attract significant media attention and look quite shocking to the western community but do not actually allow a properly grounded judgment to form on problems concerning the failures of the overall quality of russian investigators. 6 for the purpose of this article, the terms 'investigators' and 'investigations' denote all russian investigatory bodies involved in investigating business and financial crimes in accordance with russian criminal procedural law. 7 Any administrative or legal differences between the responsibilities of the Investigatory Committee of the russian federation's department of Large-scale Investigations, and low-level regional investigators, will be ignored. this article focuses primarily on investigations into economic and financial crimes, which have much in common with the corresponding offences (e.g., different types of fraud) in common law countries. 8 Litigation, In-house Lawyer (dec. 3, 2012) , <http://www.inhouselawyer.co.uk/index.php/litigation-a-dispute-resolution/10037-thechronicles-of-the-jsc-bta-bank-litigation> . 4 the whole story is available at <http://rapsinews.com/trend/borodin_04052011/> (accessed . 5 these are cases without directly declared 'political motivations' for prosecution but which nevertheless attract significant publicity due to publicly important issues raised during the investigation or trial. one such example entails interest in road accidents involving 'monks [from the russian orthodox Church] in sports cars' as the public is eager to know whether the monks will be prosecuted like any other wrongdoers or avoid prosecution because of their connection with the orthodox Church. All investigatory bodies, including the Ministry of Internal Affairs, fsB and Investigatory Committee. the status and rights of these bodies may be significantly different but they can be ignored for the purposes of this article. the bulk of economic and financial cases is conventionally investigated by the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVd).
conclusions of the research, with certain exceptions, are applicable to every other russian investigation. for the purpose of this research, it is also assumed that russian investigations permanently experience problems with effectiveness, quality and fairness as portrayed conventionally by the international media.
9 this research aims neither to challenge this assumption nor to prove that it is significantly incorrect; instead, it focuses primarily on how the russian business community contributes to the failures and deficiencies of investigations, and then it highlights what should be done by the business community to improve the situation. 
Russian Investigations: Internal Sins and External Obstacles
As mentioned previously, there are several common presumptions regarding the role of russian investigators and their position in the contemporary russian judicial system. It is not difficult to find these references in articles or commentaries concerning recent russian investigations and sentences brought by the russian courts 11 and, in fact, these presumptions have become almost de rigueur and widely accepted by the public and the media alike. 12 Moreover, any other investigation of significant public importance is usually viewed and assessed through the 'prism' of these presumptions. 13 In brief, these opinions can be grouped under three headings: problems with the quality of investigations at federal and regional levels; investigations and corruption; and, involvement of investigators in 'political investigations. ' Each of these will be considered over the following pages.
In terms of the first group, public and professional complaints about the work of investigators are very common in russia. Mostly, they concern high-profile cases 9 see, regarding russian investigations, kirill Ershov, Russian Federation's Law No. 87-FZ: Political Machination or Procedural Reform?, 1 Pace Int'l L. rev. 1 (2010) See European Parliament resolution of 13 september 2012 on the political use of justice in russia (2012/2789(rsP)).
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See Petr Antonov, Russian Political Prisoners in the Russian Federation, occidental observer (Aug. 6, 2013) , <http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2013/08/russian-political-prisoners-in-the-russianfederation> which represent just the 'tip of the iceberg. '
14 Complaints usually concern particular procedural omissions, professional negligence, qualifications of the investigators and the general low quality of investigation.
15 these factors render virtually impossible fair and objective trials with all the safeguards provided by russian criminal procedural legislation and the European Convention of human rights [hereinafter EChr], even if it could be assumed that russian courts complied strictly with the best international standards and were absolutely independent.
16 Problems with the 'quality' of investigations are interrelated with the issue of the quality of russian justice and cannot be assessed separately.
one of the most widely known cases from the group of high-profile litigations which significantly undermined public trust in the quality of investigations was the 'second yukos case, ' where prosecutors had to prove that one of the biggest russian private companies, with tens of thousands of employees, had been involved in a wholesale fraud and money laundering operation.
17 ultimately, the investigators and prosecution failed to present to the court a properly argued case which explained how an outstanding feat of fraud had been committed and billions of dollars laundered under the watchful eye of different controlling bodies. detailed analysis of the serious omissions made by investigators -and subsequently approved by the russian courts -can be found in different European Court of human rights [hereinafter Eur. Ct. h.r.] judgments and reports published by various human rights bodies.
18 Public opinion simply believes that investigators are unable to investigate any complicated case and prefer either to fabricate evidence or to put pressure on judges, thereby forcing them to approve badly drafted and evidenced charges. 19 ultimately, the entire criminal process appears to be a deeply rooted conspiracy involving investigators and judges and this totally undermines public trust in justice and sends negative messages to the international business community. As for the second group, corruption amongst criminal investigators in russia is often discussed by academics and experts as an important problem for the russian authorities to deal with. 21 when addressing prosecutors and investigators in the course of an extended meeting of the Collegium of the general Prosecutor's office, President Vladimir Putin stated that:
MVd, fsB, fsCd, the Investigatory Committee and the prosecutors are, of course, special, but public organisations, and there are many different people work with them. All the problems of our society are reflected in these organisations like in a drop of water . . . I want you to think about this problem. 22 unfortunately, the trust of the population in fair and effective investigation of criminal cases is low.
23 one of the most disastrous recent scandals, which clearly demonstrates the significant involvement of high-level prosecutors and investigators in highly organised illegal activities, was the case of the so-called 'prosecutors' illegal casinos, ' in which it was alleged that a group of high-ranking prosecutors from the Moscow region effectively controlled a network of illegal casinos and provided them with immunity from raids and investigations (a well-known russian term, krusha).
24 Moreover, the investigation, initiated by the Investigatory Committeethe dedicated rivals of the general Prosecutor's office -almost collapsed and all the suspects were ultimately released on bail or even without charge.
25 the corruption investigation against the russian Minister of defence, Mr. serdyukov, which attracted tremendous publicity, was unexpectedly terminated and he was granted amnesty as a person involved in military actions. such unexpected collapses of large-scale investigations against prosecutors, investigators and other important persons create great confusion for the public and the media and provoke extensive speculation about corruption. All these high-profile scandals have effectively undermined the reputation of russian investigators. In relation to the final group of opinions, there is a strong assumption by the public that legal arguments and procedural norms in some russian large-scale investigations are undermined by political interests. 26 As a result of rich and powerful people 'pulling the strings of jurisprudence, ' many cases have lost their credibility during subsequent trials and this, in turn, has attracted the attention of the international community and been scrutinised stringently by human rights organisations, including human rights watch and Amnesty International.
27 the list of allegedly 'politically-motivated' trials organised with the assistance of russian investigators, according to the media, is sufficiently long. 28 In fact, any investigation or trial in which the media or the general public can detect even the slightest injustice can easily be declared 'political' or at the very least 'unjust. ' As a result, russian investigatory bodies find themselves in a legal and logical trap because, due to a lack of trust and poor credibility, they have no way of building a decent reputation. Even if a case has been investigated properly, nothing prevents defendants and their lawyers from declaring the case political and unjust. 29 Russia, the Independent (Jan. 9, 2014) , <http://www.independent.co.uk/ news/world/europe/the-latest-twist-in-the-case-of-mukhtar-ablyazov-french-court-orders-fugitivemillionaire-tycoon-to-be-extradited-to-russia-9050149.html> of course, the impact of negative factors on russian investigations cannot be overestimated. however, an attempt to answer the question why russian investigators are unable to investigate russian economic crimes effectively and then present proper cases to further legitimate court consideration should not be limited to these conventional negative factors only. It is not disputed that a small number of high-profile and publicly important cases in russia represent just a tiny fraction of the overall number of criminal investigations.
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In the economic sphere, the proportion is even more pronounced; however, very often, conclusions which have been made and accepted by experts and the community in respect to high-profile cases with a strong leaning toward political 
See reznik, supra n. 6. motives are applied without proper grounds to the bulk of 'casual' cases. 38 this approach is clearly irrational and misleading, especially in respect to economic and financial investigations which are, mostly, quite complex.
the most obvious solution to the systemic failure of economic and financial investigations is not simply to put all the blame on the shoulders of the investigators as this will not significantly improve the quality of investigations. understanding 'who is responsible' is just the first part of what is possibly the most famous russian refrain saying. the second part of the refrain saying, 'what to do?,' should not be forgotten either. In order to improve the results of investigations and make them look convincing to experts and the public, it is necessary to analyse objectively which factors might influence the quality and effectiveness of economic and financial investigations. the business community is the primary beneficiary of this approach as economic and financial crimes are committed not external to but within the business community, and members who prefer fair play should be interested in stringently enforced rules. russian businessmen should not be mere spectators at the show -they need to be active participants. Conventionally, they praise the quality, independence and effectiveness of investigations in the most developed Eu countries and in the us; however, russian entrepreneurs prefer to ignore the fact that this level of quality can only be reached under the influence of several extremely powerful corporate, administrative and legal factors that are promoted and supported by western community and business societies. therefore, in order to improve russian economic and financial investigations, it is quite important to understand at least the most powerful of these factors and to see how they could be promoted in russia.
Who Should Love Russian Laws?
the most painful greatest area of conflict between investigators and the russian business community concerns both the certainty authority and the enforcement of russian laws. It is a double-edged sword in that many businessmen in russia do not respect the law and, as a consequence, many of them do their best to abuse it when possible. Investigators have to deal with entrepreneurs who not only want to avoid criminal responsibility for their wrongdoings but also want to use criminal law and the investigatory powers of the state to attack their business competitors.
one of the key problems concerning the enforcement of russian law is that many informal quasi-legal practices and economic crimes are traditionally considered to be publicly permissible for those who conduct their business in the russian economic environment. respectively, the attempts of investigators to interfere with such practices very often result in allegations that the investigations are trying to suppress normal business practices.
Russian Money Laundering
there is a strong public assumption that money laundering charges are widely used by investigators to make other economic charges against entrepreneurs (e.g., embezzlement or misappropriation) look more authoritative to the courts. 39 however, recently published reports and actions undertaken by the Central Bank of russia show that a significant number of banks are just criminal enterprises, used by their managers and owners for laundering illicit funds.
40 of course, the existence of big banking 'laundering machines' contravenes not only russian laws on money laundering and terrorism financing but also the main international conventions ratified by russia.
for decades, the russian 'grey' and 'black' economies were based on the extensive use of legal and illegal cash. 41 Extensive use of cash is the logical and economic result of the widespread corruption in russia and many businesses would not survive if they were unable to use large sums of cash, not only for illegal deals but also for bribing public officials.
42 of course, a public dispute has been ongoing for years over who is ultimately responsible for this situation: corrupt public officials or entrepreneurs who willingly bribe public officials. historically and logically, it appears to be the classic 'chicken and egg' problem and, evidently, it cannot be stopped by the efforts of the business community.
Ownership and Control
Non-transparency of ownership and control has remained an essential characteristic of russian business since the rise of the first cooperatives 43 and there are at least several factors which make hidden ownership attractive to the russian business community. firstly, it is necessary to examine criminal responsibility. there are numerous, widely known cases where the real owners of companies or their shadow directors have tried to avoid criminal responsibility by concealing their ownership or participation in the management of corporate structures. the Airport Domodedovo case 44 in which it was absolutely impossible to establish the ultimate owners of one of the largest russian airports, compelled the government to introduce new legislation to regulate the owners of airports and their affiliates in russia. 45 the second factor is tax optimisation goals. It is still accepted practice to conduct all major business deals abroad. the fairly recent acquisitions of sibneft by gazprom, and tNk-BP by rosneft, demonstrate that even the state sometimes has to play according to these rules. 46 It is highly unlikely that these practices will be eliminated even by a stringently enforced programme of 'de-offshoreritisation' of russian business recently introduced by the government. 47 thirdly, many rich businessmen conceal their real wealth in order to avoid the negative consequences of divorce. several recent divorce cases have demonstrated that a bad divorce may be more ruinous for a rich businessman than even a conflict with the state. 48 for example, one of the 'old oligarchs,' Vladimir Potanin, openly declared that his former wife, who is currently attempting to chase pursue his assets in the us courts, will never find them. 49 As a result, although some big russian companies and corporate groups show their dedication to international principles of transparency and disclosure, many others and their real owners prefer to stay in the shadows. 50 (Apr. 4, 2013) , <http://www. icij.org/offshore/elites-undermine-putin-rail-against-tax-havens> (accessed June 18, 2014).
Corruption and Abuse of Criminal Laws
one of the most important issues facing the business community is the use of criminal law against business competitors. the recently appointed head of the russian business ombudsman, Boris titov, highlighted some interesting figures when commenting on the statistics on complaints filed by russian entrepreneurs with his office. In particular, he said that at least half of the complaints had been filed, not to prevent illegal prosecution, but to ask the ombudsman to urge investigators to prosecute other businessmen. 51 therefore, it is possible that a significant part of the russian business community is concerned with potential illegal prosecution but, at the same time, they see criminal investigations as an effective instrument for dealing with their business competitors.
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this inevitably raises the question over how many illegal criminal investigations have been launched, not by corrupt investigators, but by unscrupulous entrepreneurs. unfortunately, this type of statistic is not available now and will most likely not be available in the future as it potentially implicates some respectable russian entrepreneurs, possibly even some in the forbes top 100. 53 these brief observations of several acceptable business practices does not cover many other informal or criminal practices, such as tax evasion, the smuggling of electronic goods, false invoicing and other undesirable activities. however, it does show that regardless of many political and legal innovations, such as the business ombudsman, the public chamber, presidential council for human rights and different organisations set up to protect small businesses and oligarchs, 'good old-fashioned' methods of conducting business in russia are still popular, albeit they are better structured and concealed.
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In the 1990s and early 2000s, the prosecution of entrepreneurs was very often seen as unfair and illegal because russian laws were not policed and enforcement was mainly arbitrary and politicised. disputes over whether this situation has actually changed still continue to this day. however, key signs that the international perception of russian laws and investigations has changed significantly can be seen in the results of recent extradition proceedings concerning 'new political and economic however, it must recall that political process and adjudicative process are fundamentally different. It is often much easier for a politician to take a stand than for a judge, since the judge must base his decision only on evidence in the legal sense. 61 therefore, economic refugees have been deprived of a powerful argument used extensively in the past.
62 Any rich and well-connected person could allege in the extradition proceeding that his prosecution was a political game, 63 and political evidence, which may look quite persuasive to journalists and political activists, may appear insufficient to a judge.
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In Khodorkovskiy and Levedev v. Russia (no. 2) the Eur. Ct. h.r. had to deal with another important issue, namely, with the question of the authority of certain russian tax laws of the late 1990s and early 2000s.
65 ruling on this case, the Eur. Ct. h.r. did not, in substance, create any new jurisprudence but effectively repeated the approach previously highlighted in several cases.
66 when answering the question as to whether the prosecution of the yukos officials had been based on an unprecedented and novel interpretation of russian criminal law, the Court stated the following: the Court recognises that the applicants' case had no precedents. however, the Court reiterates that Article 7 of the Convention is not incompatible with judicial law-making and does not outlaw the gradual clarification of the rules of criminal liability through judicial interpretation from case to case, provided that the resultant development is consistent with the essence of the offence In agreeing with the prosecution of the yukos managers, the Eur. Ct. h.r. has allowed, in general terms, the creative interpretation of russian criminal law which in turn may have unpredictable consequences especially in respect to economic and financial crime.
A further step in separating criminal law from political issues was made in the famous uk case, BTA Bank, which represents a series of lawsuits filed with the uk courts by the kazakh BtA Bank against its former general manager and alleged shadow-controlling shareholder, Mr. Mukhtar Ablyazov and his allies. 68 In several claims, the claimant successfully proved allegations of large-scale commercial fraud committed by an organised criminal group comprising bank shareholders and managers. 69 At the same time, a series of criminal investigations against former employees and managers of BtA Bank was launched in kazakhstan, russia, ukraine and a number of other countries. 70 the lawsuits filed in the uk and other courts around the world were supplemented by freezing injunctions and disclosure orders which were the result of allegations made in criminal charges brought against Ablyazov's group. 71 Mr. Ablyazov fought desperately to prove that all the allegations against him were politically motivated and that the financial claims should not be considered by the uk courts.
72 however, the political defence did not work and the uk courts summarily decided to proceed with BtA Bank's claims.
73 the defendant, in his application to the Queen's Bench division, sought to strike out the case because one of his co-defendants had alleged that the President of kazakhstan had persuaded BtA Bank's directors to sue Mr. Ablayzov and other defendants for the purpose of eliminating him as a political opponent. on that argument the judge ruled that:
[t]he claimant must be regarded as having two purposes for commencing and pursuing these proceedings against the first defendant [Mr. Ablyazov]. first, it has brought these claims against him to recover the losses for which he is thought to be responsible. It would be unrealistic to suppose in circumstances where the claimant was insolvent that the proceedings were not brought, at least in part, for the purpose of recovering those losses for the benefit of the claimant and its creditors. second, the claimant has, arguably, been persuaded by the President of kazakhstan to bring these claims for the purpose of eliminating the first defendant as a political opponent of the President of kazakhstan. the first of those purposes is certainly legitimate and accordingly, for the reasons I have given when considering the law, the proceedings are not an abuse of the process of this court . . .
Collateral purpose:
At first sight the elimination of the first defendant as a political opponent would appear to be clearly illegitimate because it is far removed from the remedy which the law gives for misappropriation of assets and appears not to be 'reasonably related the provision of some form of redress' for his alleged wrong. However, the elimination of the first defendant as a political opponent is said to be the consequence of undermining and damaging his reputation and facilitating the expropriation of his assets worldwide. If the claimant succeeds in its actions, which are essentially for fraud, the first defendant's reputation is likely to be undermined and damaged and his assets are likely to be seized in order to execute the judgment. Thus those consequences cannot be an illegitimate purpose of the proceedings. 74 ultimately, the court stated that if one of the two purposes for starting the process against Mr. Ablyazov were legitimate, it seemed right that a claimant should be entitled to proceed with his claim. Even if a secondary, collateral purpose was the elimination of Mr. Ablayzov as a political opponent, this did not prevent BtA Bank (even if its directors had to fulfil the orders of the kazakh President) from recovering its losses.
yukos and BtA-type cases have demonstrated that arguments based on either 'quasi-political' prosecution or consequences (the presence of some other motive for prosecution, or some other legal challenge) do not work effectively to restrain contemporary business crime. 75 Moreover, any significant legal action against a powerful and rich person may have significant political implications and political beneficiaries but it should not have any impact on the course of legal action. 
The Mystery of Russian Gatekeepers
An effective 21 st century system of white-collar crime prevention and investigation cannot function without a developed system of gatekeepers 76 but such a move would not be popular in russia.
77 sometimes, it seems as if russia is yet to sign and ratify numerous international conventions on money laundering, fraud, tax crimes, terrorism financing and corruption, many of which aim at imposing certain responsibilities on lawyers, accountants, auditors and other professionals who, by endorsing particular financial transactions or providing legal or other professional opinions, certify that particular funds may enter the financial system. 78 therefore, the problem of direct or indirect financial transaction certification is a problem that is centred on professional services, including accounting, legal services, auditors and independent appraisers. Many licensed individuals and organisations conventionally comprise a special group of persons named 'gatekeepers' whose key role is to monitor the entry of money into the financial system and certify its legitimacy.
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An idea called the gatekeeper Initiative was proposed by the g7 in 2001 and it was initially related to anti-money laundering initiatives and directed specifically at certain professionals, such as lawyers, accountants and auditors. the aim of this initiative was to fight money laundering and the funding of terrorism following the disastrous attack on New york's world trade Center on september 11, 2001. 80 this concept has been modified significantly since its inception. from its original genesis it has progressed from mere anti-money laundering and terrorism funding norms to a comprehensive concept of gatekeeping through the professional certification of particular groups of financial transactions in order to tackle fraud, corruption, insider dealing, etc. which provides that lawyers and other gatekeepers have to investigate or report suspicious client activity. 81 without doubt, lawyers are the key gatekeepers in russia and in the rest of the world. the importance of their role can be explained by the fact that they 'may be positioned to detect and deter money laundering or facilitate the crime. ' Lawyers' duties, in this respect, can be formulated generally as follows:
At root, it is a good thing for lawyers to screen client misconduct. It keeps lawyers, themselves, honest. It serves societal interests in preventing harm. It enhances judicial administration. And it makes lawyers think about the morality and legality of clients' conduct as well as their own, thus encouraging them to help clients recognize and pursue appropriate behavior. All of these are valid functions for lawyers, and they have always been understood to play a part in the lawyer's everyday dealings with clients. 82 therefore, lawyers, and to a certain extent other gatekeepers, are called upon not only to be watchdogs and whistleblowers of their own clients but also moral guardians. however, complying with gatekeeping requirements is extremely complicated and costly. fAtf guidance for Legal Professionals describes three areas of major concern common, to a certain extent, to all gatekeepers: (a) customer/ client due diligence; (b) legal firms' internal control systems; and (c) the approach of oversight/monitoring of certain transactions.
83 the system is based on several legal and administrative pillars among which the most important are: the risk-based approach, suspicious transactions identification, suspicious transaction reporting, record keeping, not prejudicing investigations (no tipping-off ) and training. 84 furthermore, the responsibility of lawyers as gatekeepers is supplemented by their responsibility not to conspire with clients, aid, aid or abet illegal conduct or participate directly in clients' crimes or fraudulent activity. 85 In other words, 'half of the practice of a decent lawyer consists in telling would-be clients that they are damn fools and should stop. ' however, in essence, the contemporary system of anti-money laundering, anticorruption, anti-fraud and many other controls is so complicated and so demanding on financial and human resources that even in the most developed European countries it is still under permanent legal and administrative reconstruction, 87 and sometimes gatekeepers have to spend more time on paperwork than on their main professional duties. In principle, this should not preclude russia from exerting its best possible effort in creating at least a low-level system of gatekeeping. however, the progress in the creation of gatekeepers in russia has been minimal.
there are many difficulties involved in promoting a contemporary system of gatekeepers in russia but the most important is a well-concealed conspiracy between the state and the gatekeepers: gatekeepers do not want to be overregulated and see their duties as completely nominal, while the state does not want to create a powerful system of alternative controls which may highlight the real level of financial and economic crime in russia. how this conspiracy works can be seen in examples of the way the legal profession in russia is regulated.
the long-standing regulatory difficulty with lawyers in russia is that in parallel with a comparatively small group of advocates 88 that are regulated by the special law 89 and controlled by their own professional bodies, there exists an army of unregulated lawyers whose criminal and civil responsibilities are limited only by the general criminal and civil law.
90 unregulated lawyers are in-house lawyers of different corporations, lawyers who work for the state, lawyers employed by different legal firms and many others. they do not have any codes of professional conduct, any compulsory or recommended ethical norms or any special rules for financial transactions and client accounts.
91 there are also no laws or even recommendations on aspects such as how to regulate the creation, conduct, record-keeping and data preservation of legal firms established by unregulated lawyers or even individuals 87 See kirby, supra n. 80, at 292-305. 88 See American Bar Association, Moscow Conference Addresses Challenges for Advocates, <http://www. americanbar.org/advocacy/rule_of_law/where_we_work/europe_eurasia/russia/news/news_russia_ advocates_conference_1209.html> .
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Федеральный закон от 31 мая 2002 г. № 63-ФЗ «Об адвокатской деятельности и адвокатуре в Российской Федерации» // Собрание законодательства Российской Федерации. 2002 . № 23. Ст. 2102 [Federal'nyi zakon ot 31 maya 2002 g. No. 63-FZ 'Ob advokatskoi deyatel'nosti i advokature v Rosiiskoi Federatsii' // Sobranie zakonodatel'stva Rosiiskoi Federatsii. 2002 . No. 23. st. 2102 [Federal Law of 31 May 2002 without any legal background.
92 these unregulated legal firms are not even obliged to retain lawyers with valid diplomas to undertake legal work. of course, this army of unregulated lawyers cannot conduct any gatekeeper functions; moreover, it is an unavoidable fact that this army will permanently produce new lawyers who are not only willing to assist criminals but also see this type of assistance as a good option for earning a living. It should be added that, from a regulatory standpoint, unregulated lawyers are not lawyers at all. the fAtf states that:
Lawyers are members of a regulated profession and are bound by their specific professional rules and regulations . . . Lawyers have their own professional and ethical codes of conduct by which they are regulated. Breaches of the obligations imposed upon them can result in a variety of sanctions, including disciplinary and criminal penalties.
93 the other difficulty with the actual implementation of the gatekeeper Initiative in russia is the weak and inconsistent regulation of advocates. the role played by regulated advocates in the promotion of the rule of law, legal ethics and client compliance with legislation does not reach the gatekeeping standard as it is understood by internationally recognised standards and Eu directives.
94 for example, there are special recommendations for advocates 95 which represent an unsuccessful attempt to copy and paste certain aspects of anti-money laundering regulations from different European states. It is evident that regulations which specify advocates' responsibilities to client due diligence in a couple of paragraphs can hardly be regarded as a piece of legislation that may have a significantly adverse impact on the money laundering strategies of the clients. this assumption can be confirmed by the fairly recent fAtf Mutual Evaluation report on russia. Amongst other important issues, the report mentions the following problems in russia. -doubts exist about effectiveness, given the lack of AML/Cft supervision of lawyers and accountants and lack of information about supervision of notaries;
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-there are no provisions relating to politically exposed persons (PEPs), which is an area of special concern in russia; 100 -no actual sanctions have been applied in respect of lawyers. Lawyers and notaries can be disbarred for breaches of their respective codes, but no such sanctions have been used for direct breaches of the AML/Cft law.
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All of these deficiencies just confirm the fact that anti-money laundering regulations for advocates have been drafted and approved with the sole purpose of demonstrating to the fAtf and other international control bodies that russia is generally a complying country without any serious money laundering problems. 102 the system is definitely not designed to either fight money laundering or create barriers to corruption, tax fraud and other financial crimes. however, the periodic prosecution of advocates and unregulated lawyers, which definitely represent just a tiny fraction of actual wrongdoing, shows that the weakness of the system is effectively abused by both professions. 103 russia does not even have a basic functioning system of gatekeepers; it exists formally but it does not help either with crime prevention or with the identification and investigation of actual wrongdoing. this situation is blindly accepted by professional communities and, collaterally, by the state whose efforts to promote 96 fAtf 6 th follow-up report, Mutual Evaluation of the Russian Federation (fAtf/oECd 2013), available at <http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/reports/mer/fur-russian-2013.pdf> this system are not sufficient. As a result, the effectiveness of investigations into economic and financial crime is significantly undermined. It would, therefore, be a miracle if effective investigations were successfully conducted without the dedicated assistance of 21 st century gatekeepers.
Is There Any Whistleblowing in Russia?
It is difficult to imagine contemporary business without whistleblowing because, in international corporations, it is a recognised method of preventing and investigating corporate crimes. the emergence of whistleblowing as an institution is considered one of the most significant developments in corporate governance in the last fifty years.
104 over the past several years, many fraud and bribery scandals have come to light because of whistleblower tip-offs.
As business and governmental organisations increase in size and complexity, and work within them becomes more specialised, it becomes increasingly more difficult to discover, prevent and correct mistakes and wrongdoing.
105 Information and technology revolutions have compounded this phenomenon by increasing opportunities for significant fraud and other illegal and harmful acts. Commonly, whistleblowers are defined as those 'who report illegal or wrongful activities of their employers or fellow employees. ' 107 Miceli, Near and dworkin define whistleblowing as follows: '[w]hen current or former employees disclose illegal, immoral, or illegitimate organizational activity to parties they believe may be able to stop it. ' 108 the goal of the legislation on whistleblowers and their protection is, respectively, 'to motivate those with inside knowledge to come forward and assist the government to identify and prosecute persons who have violated securities laws and recover money for victims of financial fraud. ' 109 however, the rise of whistleblowing in the west has had a very limited impact on russian companies. there are, evidently, several reasons behind this finding. firstly, informers and whistleblowers have been held in very low regard by russians for many centuries 110 and, therefore, russia has no clear tradition of the practice. 111 In terms of civilian oversight, whistleblowing took on especially negative connotations towards the end of the soviet era. Not only did the russian public possess a deepseated mistrust of the government but it also had a fear of organised crime which meant that, during yeltsin's presidency, 'informancy' was an 'impossible proposition for the average russian. '
112 Nothing much has changed since russian corporations began introducing corporate governance rules. however, not avoiding clear, comprehensive and workable whistleblowing provisions would help to fight internal frauds and corruption. 113 secondly, russian companies conventionally play their own corporate games by formally accepting advanced corporate governance standards to attract investors but, at the same time, limiting their application to real corporate life. Nobody could ever imagine that a rosneft employee would inform an authorised statutory body about any misconduct inside the company. 114 thirdly, the state provides no real protection for whistleblowers, whose protection is essential to encouraging the reporting of misconduct, fraud and corruption. 118 however, transparency International emphasises that a whistleblower, as understood in international documents, is 'not a witness in the traditional sense, as described in the Criminal Procedure Code. ' 119 therefore, criminal procedure rules which may be suitable for those in witness protection or suspects, and for accused who make a pre-judicial co-operation agreement, are not suitable for the protection of corporate whistleblowers.
fourthly, it is necessary to consider the possibility that russian whistleblowers, multinational corporation employee whistleblowers and other persons with evidence of russian government corruption can work confidentially through us foreign Corrupt Practices Act and uk Bribery Act violation lawyers to expose government corruption and recover large financial rewards for reporting illegal conduct.
120 however, recent attempts to use these mechanisms have demonstrated their weakness and ineffectiveness. for example, extensive publications about the commercial activities of the first Vice-Prime Minister Mr. shuvalov (shuvalogeit) have not resulted in any investigation in Europe or the us.
121
In an era of complex economic and financial investigations and in an environment where corporate whistleblowers are gaining more and more public recognition and legislator protection, 122 what kind of responsibility can be placed realistically on russian investigators? when investigations cannot obtain an early warning about financial wrongdoing or are informed about the offence years after it has been committed, it is difficult to support public demand for high quality and effective investigation. 117 russia -whistleblowing Protection, <https://blueprintforfreespeech.net/document/russia> See Leonid Bershidsky, Shuvalov Tests Russia's Corruption Laws, Bloomberg View (Apr. 4, 2012) , <http:// www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-04-04/shuvalov-tests-russia-s-corruption-laws-leonid-bershidsky. html> (accessed June 18, 2014). 122 for example, the fairly new dodd-frank Act which, amongst other things, provides lucrative benefits for whistleblowers. See Vega, supra n. 104.
Conclusion
As mentioned above, this article does not aim to provide a comprehensive and all-encompassing explanation of the actual failure of economic and financial crime investigations in russia. there is no doubt that the primary responsibility for this failure remains with state institutions; however, merely stating this fact is not enough to modernise the system and sift out the old inquisitional investigatory paradigm and replace it with a new, independent investigatory approach.
russian businessmen are willing to deal with russian investigators on a level playing field and they certainly do not want investigators in the 21st century to play according to obscure and unpleasant rules that were established at the time of the guLAg. Moreover, russian professionals do not want to bear the significant burden resulting from professional and ethical western-style regulations which are complex and costly to implement. however, this position strongly contradicts the old maxim 'no pain -no gain. ' twenty-first century investigations of economic and financial crime, accompanied by all of the western-style benefits of fairness, independence and legality, are possible only in western-style corporate, business and professional environments, including, amongst many other things, a properly developed system of gatekeeping, law-enforcement and whistleblowing.
